Chair Topper® eBrochure
Developed to assist wheelchair
users who are able to transfer,
Molded Plastic Cover
Completely Seals
the Chair Topper automatically
Wheelchair From the
folds and stores a conventional
Elements
folding wheelchair inside a
stylish, weathertight car-top
compartment. The need to store
Operates in
Tight Parking
your chair in the trunk or back
Situations
seat is eliminated, allowing family
and friends to enjoy the comfort
of your vehicle. The universal
mounting system ensures that
Chair Hook Lowers
it will fit most automobiles and
Within Easy Reach
light trucks. It adds only 22.5”
of the Driver
(57 cm) in height, and the sleek
plastic shell gives a finished,
automotive look. A convenient
Available in
Driver-Side Configuration
hand-held control operates the
folding, lifting and storing of
your wheelchair. It takes only
30 seconds to complete the
cycle, and the smooth operation
ensures your chair is carefully
handled and transported without
undue wear and tear.

Accommodates Standard Folding Wheelchairs
Weighing Up to 44 lbs (20 kg)

Car-Top Carrier for Folding Wheelchairs
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Electromechanical, plastic-shell car-top wheelchair carrier designed
to fit a wide variety of domestic and foreign vehicles. Lifting Capacity is 44 lbs (20 kg). The Chair Topper utilizes a 12 volt DC reversible
automotive-type motor, powered by the vehicle battery. The aluminum
frame is encased in a molded plastic shell, which completely seals the
wheelchair from the elements. The unit weighs 123 lbs (55 kg). The
Chair Topper is shipped with a permanent mounting system. Contact
your dealer to ensure it will fit on your vehicle. Also, please refer to
the specification information in this guide before purchasing a Chair
Topper. Special considerations may be required for vehicles with luggage racks, sun roofs, hatchbacks, etc.

Please consult with your
local BraunAbility Dealer
for a list of vehicles that can
accept the Chair Topper.
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